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DISCLAIMER

This is the completed Ashy Dogweed Recovery Plan. It has been

approved by the UQS. Fish and Wildlife Service. It does not

necessarily repreeent official positions or approvals of coopee~

ating agencies and does not deceasarily repredent the views of~

all individuals who played a role in preparing this plan. This

plan is subject to modification as dictated by new findings,
changes in species status, and completion of tasks described in

the plan. Goals and objectives will be attained and funds expended
contingent upon appropriations, priorities, and other constraints.

Literature Citations should read as follows:

1L3. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1987. Ashy Dogweed (Thymophylla
tephroleuca) Recovery Plan. (LS. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Albuquerque, New Mexico H6 pp.

Additional copies may be purchased from:

Fish and Wildlife Reference Service

6011 Executive Blvd.

Rockville, Maryland 20852
301/77oe3000

l~800*582*3h21
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Goal:

Recovery Criteria:

Actions Needed:

SUMMARY

To remove aehy dogweed From the Federal list

of endangered and threatened speciee by
n

managing the species and its habitat in a way

that will assure the continued existence of

eelfweoetaining wild populations.

Quantified criteria for downlistiog and/or

delieting ashy dogweed have not yet.been
determined. The implementation of studies in

this recovery plan will provide the necessary

data from which quantified downlieting end/or

delisting criteria can be established.

Major steps needed to recover eshy,dogeeed
include: maintaining present populations
through landowner cooperation and habitat
management; establishing new populations in

suitable habitats; obtaining biological
information needed for effective management;

and.developing public support for preserw
vation of aehy dogweed.
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PART I

INTRODUCTIQN

Brief Overview'

The ashy dogweed, Thymoghylla tephroleuoa (S.F. Blake)

Strother, was listed as an endangered species on July 19, 198M

(USFWS 198”). This species is currently known from Zapata County

in south Texas with a historic locality in adjacent'Starr County.

There are no other members of the genus currehtly listed as

threatened or endangered, nor are there any that are proposed or

candidates for listing (USFWS 1985). In addition to being listed

hy the Federal Government, the ashy dogweed is also listed as

endangered by the State of Texas.

The objective of this plan is to outline steps to recover

the ashy dogweed by achieving long~term stability of its populae

tioe level in the wild, and by removing and preventing threats to

the speeies and its habitat. Attainment of these goals will lead

to the ultimate objective of removal of the aehy dogweed from the

list of threatened and endangered Species.

This plan begins with background information on the status

of ashy dogweed and includes taxonomy, morphology, habitat, aseoe

oiated species, past and present distribution; land ownership,

threats, and conservation efforts. This haokgrouod is followed

oy a stepmdowo outline and narrative that provide ioformatioo on
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tasks to reduce threats to the species and protect its habitat.

The final section of this plan contains an implementaion schedule

that lists the recovery tasks, their priorities, agencies involved,

and estimated costs.

Taxonomy

The ashy dogweed is a member of the sunflower family

(Compositae or Asteraceae) and belongs to the tribe Helenieae or

Tageteae. The ashy dogweed was first collected by Dr. B. U. Clover

of the University of Michigan in 1932. Dr. S. F. Blake described

the new species in 1935. The population at the type locality has

never been relocated. In 1965, Dr. D. S. Correll discovered the

currently known location, which has subsequently been visited by

many botanists.

Dr. J. L. Strother did a taxonomic revision of the genus

Dyssodia for his Ph.D. dissertation in 1967. He determined a

chromosome count oE 3:8 from the Zapata County population.

Strother placed the species Dyssodia tephroleuca in the suogenus

Hymenatherum. section Gnaphalopsis, partly based on chromatographic

evidence.

Strother later (1986) resurrected-several genera that were

formerly submerged in Dyssodia, because these genera were allied

more closely with other genera of the tribe Tageteae than with

each other. The new name combination that applies to ashy dogweed



is Thymephylle tephreleuce (S. F. Blake) Strother. Thymephylle

tephreleuea"1e eQuivalent to and will replace-the older heme,

Dyeseaie"tebhteleeeag in this plan and in subsequent U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service phhlieatiene.

Morghologx

Perennial herb to 30 cm (11.8 in.) tall; main branches spread~

1mg; weedy near the base, cevered with eeft, ashy-whlte, weely

heirs; leevee alternate, linear; entire or somewhat trifid at the

apex,”'1o#1?'5 mm”(‘.u-.6' ih.)'1eng, o-.-3-0=.=8i~fmm (.0-1-.o3 in.) wide,

with several glands hidden in the'denee pebeSCence;-pedunelee

e whiteewoely,”l-3 ctYYSH~1.2 in.) long, with O~3 foliaceeus bracts;

celyeelhhhefEB-helineer bracts abeut'helf es long.ee the phyllariee,

awithteheigleea heet the heee aha htteh e secehd gland near the

middleg'weely beheath, practically glabrous above; inveluere a

campehule‘te Ee."I..1""'i::a'I, Saw-10' mm -(;..2-0-~.14'O in.) high, aheut 8 mm (.31 in.)

across; white;Weoly; ehy11aeies-12-13, connate about three~querteee

0f their length, With apex acutely triangular, 1.5-2 mm-(kauOB

in.) lehg,'eith'glands in the upper half tthhira; receptacle flat~

convex t0 nearly hemispheric, with a few Pine bristles 0r naked;

ray florets lOwlS, bright gelden yellow, the tube about 2 mm

(.08 ini) lehg, the lamina ehleng~oval, 6&81mn LzuthI'hL) lehg,

3-4 mm (.12-.16 in.) wide, with 2-3 teeth-at the tip; disc florets

30~70, yellow, H.5w5 Hm: L18$42O in.) long, tube eheut 1 mm

{.9& in.) lehg, threat about 3 gm {w12 int) leng, eleeeee, funnelw

ferm, ehly Slightly dilated, lehes evete to triehgelee, ereet; etyle



branches with short, deltoid, hispidulous auspidate appendages;

pappus of 10w11 subeqeal scales about equaling the disc.eerollas

in length, eaoh scale-with a central awn and 2*# mnz(.08~.16 in.)

long, slender, black, striate, sparsely pubescent on tee

striations; g=8 (Adapted from Strother, 1969 and Turner, 1980L

Habitat

The enlyseurrently known population of Thymophylla teghroleuoa

occurS'in the eenizaeblaekbrush~creosotebush.brush community

(MoMahan, Frye and BrownleBH) within the South Texas Plains vege~

tation'area.(Gould, 19759.3 However, the site may have originally

been a grassland (Turner, 1980). The ashy dogweed grows in open

areas.on fine saeay~loamgaeeordleg.to Turner (1980). Heweverf

the general soil map-of Zapata Coenty (Soil Gonservatien.3ervice,

1971) shows the site to be on the Maveriek~0aterina soils asso-

ciatien. These soils are clayey, saline, deep to shallow, fine

textured, and'slowly permeable. The underlyieg geology in the

area is the Laredoerrmatien, which is compesed of Eocene sand”

stones and-clays (Bureau of Economic Geology, 1976L .The elevation

is between #00 and U15 feet.

Preeipitatien averages sheet 51 cm (20 in.) per year with a

high in AugusteOetober, pastioulaely September, and a lesser peak

in Mawaune (Bower, 1983). Droughts are common. The average date

of the last-freese is Febrsary 10, and ts? average date of the

first frost is $eeemher 2 (gamer, 1983}. ?he average annual



temperature is 230 C (730-?) (Larkin and Bamar, 1983). The winds

blow primarily from the smutheast (Larkin and Bomar, 1983).

Associated Species

more diverse assemblage'af plants,

At Gne time the habitat of ashy dogweed probably supparted a

but heavy grazing, land

clearing, and the intreductimn of buffelgrass have taken their

buffelgrass

mesquite

goatbush

cenize

anacahuita

yucca
’

javeliha brush

Other common Species are:

prickly pear

heliotrepe

craton

goldaster

lovegrass

gramagrass

cammcn dagweed

camman SUhflawer

toll on the 6ommunity.x The daminant Species are:

Cenchrus ciliaris

Prosepis glandulosa

Castela texana

Leucophyllum frutescens

Cordia boissieri

Yacca 5p,

Micrathamnus ericaides

OEuhtia sp.

Haliutropium 3p.

Cretan Sp.

Hetermtheca 5p.

Bragrastis Sp.

Bhuteloua sp.

Byssmaia pahtachaeta

Helianthus annuns



blackfeot daisy Melampedium leucanthemum

palafoxia Palafexia 3p.

Texas kidneywood Eysenhardtia texana

hairy zexmenia Zexmenia hispida

Jicamilla Jatrqpha cathartica

broomweed Gutierrezia sp.

windmill grass Chloris 3p.

milkweed vine Matelea ep.

bighead greenthread Theleeperma megapotamicum

blackbrush Acacia rigidula

prostrate milkweed Aeclepias prostrate

paloverde Cereidium 3p.

Past and Present Distribution

Thymophylla tephroleuea was First collected by Elaada Clover

in 1932 in Starr County eight miles north of Hie Grande City.

Although several iadepeadent searches have been conducted threugh

the years, no one has yet relocated this pepulatien (Figure 1).

On Christmas day, 1965, Dr. D. S. Darrell discovered the aehy

dogweed at the Zapata County location (Figure 1). He visited the

site twice in 1966. De, J. L. Strother also inspected the locale

in 1966 as part 0? his docteral work.~ Dr. 8.1” Turner and Dr.lh

D. Zimmerman visited the area in 1980. They described the habitat,

made a list ef aeeeeiated epeeiee, evaluated threats, and estimated

the member ef plants while working en the axe Fish and Wiidlife
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Service status report. The staff of the San Antonio Botanical

Gardens visited the site in September 198M and collected cuttings

and seeds for propagation. The author observed the population in

July 1986. In spite of the less than suitable habitat (a highway

right~ofeway and adjacent pasture), the population has persisted

in this location for many years.

Jim Everitt of the UMS. Department of Agriculture has worked

in the Starr/Zapata County ares for many years. He feels that the

species must be quite rare because the plant‘s ashy gray color

.ma'ik-es it highly visible and he has only seen it at the Zapata

County site (Everitt, Weslaco, TX, pers.:mmnmq 1986).

The currently known population occupies the righteof-way and

extehds into the adjacent pasture on both sides of the highway.

The population occupies about 10 hectares (25 acres) and has been

estimated at 1300 Plents (USFWS, 198$), but more reliable

estimates of occupied'area and number of plants should he made.

Land Ownership

The currently knows-population occurs on Texas Highway Depart-

ment rightwofeway, and also on private land. Complete ownership

information is available from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Office of Endangered Species, Albuquerque, New Mexico.



Impacts and Threats

Practices by‘the ranching industry and the Texas Highway

Department are uadeubtedly the greatest present-threat and have

had the meet impact on the ashy degweed. A gas pipeline ereesing

the population has had a negatiVe but lesser impact.

Although cattle peebably do net eat the ashy degweed (owing

te its strong seer and‘seeely unpleasant taste), their teempling

disturbs the soil surface, possibly making-seedling establish"

ment difficult. After cattle have eaten all the desirable grasses

and the range has become poorer, the pasture-is usually improved

for grazing by clearing (chaining, bladieg, dozing, disking). The

ashy dogweed,'being a tapreeted perennial, might be able to survive

this practice. However, many plants are located aleng or near the

fence line, which suggests that they prefer an unbladed habitat.

Many pasteres in south Texas'ave currently being seeded with

beffelgraes (CenchPUS ciliaris), a forage.graas introduced free

India. This species forms dense steeds and euteempetes much of

the native vegetation. Buffelgrase from the pasture east of the

highway is invading the right-efwway and threatening the ashy

dogweed.

Some management practices-of the Texas Highway Department

appear te be detrimental te the aeay degweed. The area appears to

be mewed frequently, altheugh this may net effect the eehy degweed
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because of its small stature. However, the rightwof~way has been

bladed level with the pavement for several feet on each side of

the highway. Ashy dogweed plants are currently growing on the

edge of a dirt curb about one to two feet above the bladed area.

Some of these plants appear to be dying. It is unknown whether

herbicides have been used in the area, but this use would certainly

present a major threat. The original construction of the highway

possibly destroyed many individuals, and any widening of the high”

way would threaten many more.

Clearing and construction of the gas pipeline probably

destroyed numerous individuals. Also, future pipeline mainten-

ance may kill more plants as well as prevent recolonisation.

Even though overmcollecting does not currently threaten the

ashy dogweed, publication of its one location could increase the

threats of vandalism and imprudent taking. The entire known pops~

lation could be extirpated by one thoughtless or intentional act.

Because the population consists of relatisely few individ*

sale, the species is vulnerable to any number of natural factors

that could lead to its extinction. All plants appear to be mature,

and a few may be senescent. Stabilization and recovery of the

ashy dogweed will require that more be learned about its population

biology and habitat preferences.
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Conservation and Research Efforts

Aside from.Stretherds dissertation in 1967, which included a

chromosome count and the results of paper cheematogeaphy soak, no

research has been done on the ashy dogweed except for field

searches. Nothing is known about the population biology, the

population ecology, or the specific habitat requirements of the

Species.

In September 1988, the staff of the San Antonio Botanical

Gardens visited the ashy dogweed population and obtained cuttings

and seeds for propagation. The cuttings rooted promptly and

plants are currently being maintained. Plants grown from seeds

planted in February 1986 will also be maintained as part of the

botanical garden population (Cox, San Antonio Botanical Center,

pers. comm., 1986). This work is being carried out with the help

and direction of the Center for Plant Conservation.

The Texas Natural Heritage Program has identified the site of

the ashy dogweed population as one of the top 20 sites for the

Texas Nature Conservancy to protect in the coming year. The site

has been given the name "Delores" after the nearby town. The Texas

Natural Heritage Pregram contacted the Texas Highway Department

and Visited the site with the department’s local maintenahoe

engineers and headquarters landscape personnel in July 1986.
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The Texas Nature Conservancy has contacted the local

landowners to make them aware of the ashy dogweed and to solicit 3;
their support in protecting plants. Thus far, landowner repanse

N

has been positive.



PART II

RECOVERY

Primary Objective

The primary objective of this recovery plan is to pretect

Thymophylla tephrdleuca and its habitat from further destruction

swing te human activities, and to establish healthy populations in

their natural habitat at levels that would allow the species to be

downlisted to threatened and eventually delisted. At this time

limited data make it impossible to quantify habitat and plant

abundance with the precisien needed to establish quantified down~

listing and delisting criteria. Informatien must be acquired on

speaific habitat requirements, pepulatioh biolegy, and population

ecelogy. Continued searches ef potential habitat are needed te

establish the precise limits of its distributien and determine its

specific habitat requirements. When existing threats to the ashy

dogweed are removed, and the seeeess 0f management practises te

enhance the species can be determined, this plan will be

reevaluated to: 1) determine if either ddwnliSting to threatened

or delisting are practical goals, and, if so; 2) establish

quantified downliating and/or delisting criteria.
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Stepedown Outline

1. Manage the known plants and habitat by removing and

preventing threats to their existence.

ll. Protect the existing habitat.

111. Survey to determine presently occupied habitat and

to delineate essential habitat required for the

species' continued existence.

112. Contact landowners.

1121. Work with landowners or essential habitat

to make them aware of the importance of the

plants and the habitat.

1122. Work with landowners on various land manage-

ment practices.

113. Obtain permanent protection of essential habitat.

114. Notify Texas Highway Department of the exact

location of plants on or near highway eighteof-way.

115. Conduct required consultations under Section 7 of

the Endangered Species Act.

116. Erect and maintain fences around protected site.

12. Develop management plans.

13. Monitor population.

1U. Establish downlisting and delisting criteria.

2. Study the life history and ecology of the ashy dogweed.

21. Determine precise habitat requirements.

211. Edaphic Factors.
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212. Leeel microeiimate.

213. Air and water quality requirements.

.214.- Phyeiegeephie and topographic.characteristics.

215. Vegetation phyeiegnemyiand-eemmunity structure...

216. Frequently associated epecies.

217. Deminance and frequency.

218. Successional phenemeee.

219. Dependence on natural disturbance.

.22.;28tndycetpulatien*b101e83~ i

221. Demography.

222. Phenelogy.

223. Reproductive-bielegy.

2231. Types of reproduction.

2232. Pellinatien bielogy.

2233. 'Seed diseereel.
'

;223M. "Seed bielegy.

92235. Seedling bieldgy.

'2236. Servivei and mortality.

23.. Study pepulatidn eeeldgy.

231. Peeitive and neutral interactions.

'*232.' Negative interectieme.

233. Hybridizatien.

3. Search petential habitat for additional populations.

8. Establish additional populatidns;in suitable natural habitat

within the histerie range 9? the species.

f.
31. Deveiep and refine ee1tieatien techniqees.
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H2. Search for suitable transplant sites within the species‘

historic range.

D3. Maintain populations in cultivation at botanical gardens.

and support for theDevelop public awareness, appreciation,

preservation of ashy dogweed.

Narrative

Manage the known plants and habitat E1 removing and preventing

threats to their existence.

One of the main objectives of‘ recovery is to remove and pre-

vent threats to the species and its habitat. Currently both

are threatened by land management practices such as root-

plowing, blading, dishing, and other methods of land clearing.

Heavy grating, which forces livestock to eat less desirable

species and compacts the soil surface by trampling, threatens

the species. Buffelgrass, which was introduced for forage,

outcompetes the ashy dogweed as well as many other species.

Herbicide use may present yet another threat. In order for

the ashy dogweed to survive in its natural habitat, these

threats must be removed and prevented by managing the habitat

as well as the species.

11. Protect the existing habitat.

If the ashy dogweed is to be saintained in natare, suite

able habitat must also be maintained. Landowners should

be contacted ter permissioe to conduct serveys on their



property.
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The serveys should determine presently occupied

habitat and delineate essential hahitat needs to maintain

a viable population. .Afteh these beandaries

landowners and agencies should be made aware

sense and basic management needs of the ashy

With landowner permission,

are delineated

of the pre~

dogweed.

habitat should he fenced to

exclude or reduce grazing.

hill,

112.-

Survey 33 determine presently occupied habitat and

.32 delineate essential habitat required for the

speeies' continued existence.

.-The assent of land needed for the speeies' survival

and expansion should he delineated. A protected

. site as well as a buffer zone should be described.

The protected site would be the abselute minimum

area required for survival, while the buffer same

I

should include area that eould affect the protected

site. Such a plan would help in management and in

working with landowners and other agencies.

Contact landowners.

All private landowners should be notified of the

presence 0? a federal and state endangered species

on their property. They sheuld be made aware of

why the speeies is important, what steps they

sheuld take to pretect it, and all legal aspects of

the state and federal laws.
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1122.
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Work with landowners g5 essential habitat

to make them aware g: the importance 33 the

plants and the habitat.

Private landowners can play a crucial role

in protecting an endangered species and its

habitat. They should be made aware of the

importance of the species and the need to

preserve the habitat. They should be offered

photographs, status reports, and recovery

plans in order to inform them about the

species. Informative brochures, such as

those available from various conservation

groups, that detail the importance of species

preservation and biological diversity should

be sent to landowners.

Work with landowners Ea various land manage-

ment practices.

Certain land management practices may be

detrimental to the ashy dogweed. Among

these are brush clearing and introduction of

exotic species. Brush clearing by methods

such as bladiog, rooteplowing, diskiog, on

herbicides destroys the habitat and the

species. Exotic species such as haffelgrass

are often planted for pasture improvement

aod easily outoompete other pleats. Land~
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owners of the essential habitat should be

encouraged to avoid such practices and

offered alternatives.

Obtain permaaent protection 23 the essential habitat.

The essential habitat Should be set aside through

any method that would permanently protect the species

and habitat from present or future threats.

Notify the Texas Highway Department 93 the exact

location a; giants 33 3: near the highway right”

ofeway.

I

w

A large numbee of plants occur in or alese to high~

way rightwofmway. The Highway Department, especi~

ally at the leeal level, needs to be aware of the-

preeise location in order to adjust management prow

oedures (no herbicides, ao bladiog, infrequent

mowing) to protest the species.
I

Conduct required consultations under Section 1 g;

the Endangered Speoies Act.

Federal agencies, such as the Federal Highway

Administration, must condsct biological assessments

and formally consult with the Fish and Wildlife

Service if any projeets they authorize, permit,

or fund may affect the ashy dogweed.
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116. Erect and maintain fences around protected site.

Gnce permanent protection of the essential habitat

is obtained, the protected site should he fenced.

This would allow greater grazing management or, if

necessary, allow complete grazing elimination. An

enclosure would also help protect the species from

being inadvertently destroyed.

Develop management plans.

Aside from eliminataing the obvious threats to the ashy

dogweed, such as root~p1owing, bladiog, disking, herbicide

application, heavy grazing, and introduction of exotic

species, an approach should be developed to return the

habitat to its natural state and to maintain and expand

the present habitat and population. Information from study

of the ashy dogweed's life history and ecology should be

used to develop a suitable management plan for establish-

ing optimum habitat For the species.

Monitor population.

The known population should be visited at least once a

year to evaluate any population changes, especially among

age classes. Attributes discussed in the population biology

section should be recorded, and the overall reproductive

success of the population noted. This information will

be used to fine tune the management plan as needed.
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Establish dosnlisting and delisting criteria.

Once more is learned about the ecological and life history

requirements of the species, and the success of manage-

ment for the species can be determined, this plan will be

reevaluated and, if appropriate, quantified downlisting

and delisting criteria will be established.

2. Study the life history and ecologg 2g the ashy dogweed.

Many aspects of the life history and ecology are unknown.

Precise habitat requirements, population'hiology, and popula~

tion ecology studies are needed to better understand and

maintain populations of the ashy dogweed. This information

is needed to develop an effective management plan.

21. Determine precise habitat reddihements.
It is not understood why the ashy-dogweed occurs in only

a single locality and not in other areas that are seem~

ingly suitable for the species.- By acquiring data on a

variety of habitat criteria, the precise requirements can

be elucidated. Such information can be used in the

management of the known population, the identification of

potential habitat, and in the location of suitable sites

for establishing new populations.

211. Edaphio factors.

The soils of Zapata County have not been precisely

mapped. theraoteristies soeh as soii texture, soil
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213.

211$.
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moisture and drainage, presence and thickness of

litter layer, Soil ConserVation Servioe classifi~

cation, pH, parent material, bedrock type, depth to

bedrock or impermeable pan, percentage of rock cover

and of rock throughout, soil profile, structure,

porosity, soil water potential, chemical composition,

nutrient status and availability, and presence of

toxic elements should be recorded.

Local microolimate.

A weather statioo should be established as close as

possible to the known population to measure temper~

store, precipitation, wind direction and velocity,

and light intensity. Climate data within this

report is taken at Laredo, approximately 15 miles

to the north.

Air and water quality requirements.

Susceptibility of the ashy dogwood to contaminants

in air and water is not known. Eeoause the known

population is within 10 Feet of a highway, studies

should be conducted to determine the effect of

exhaust fumes and highway shower? on the species.

Physiographio and topographic characteristics.

The relief, elevation range, geologic Formations,

slope and aspect, and watesshed or drainage basis
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should be determined for the specific area occupied

by the ashyidogweedt

215. Vegetation physiognomy end community structure.

The local vegetation type and the structure (trees,

shrubs, forbe; open, closed; etc.) of the community

should be described both in its present, disturbed

state eod its undistoebed State. LThe latter can

probably be only roughly inferred.

216. Frequently associated species.

A list of the species most commonly found with the

ashy dogweed should be compiled.

217. Dominance and frequency.

The percentage cover and Frequency should be celeu~

lated for the species in the ashy dogweed's community.

218. Successionel phenomena.

Colonizing ability, tolerance te dieturbence, shade

tolerance, and growth on unstable substrates should

be determined to decide the seEel stage of the aehy

dogweed,

219. Dependence 33 natural-disburbenoe.

Studies should be done to determine whether the

eshy eegweed depends en dynamic, periodic, end/or
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cyclic natural disturbances of climate (floods,

droughts, temperature extremes), landforms (erosion,

deposition), or biotic features (fires, insect

population fluctuations, changes in associated

species composition).

Study population biology.

Most aspects of the population biology of the ashy dogw

weed are, at best, only superficially known. Information

gained from studies of these characteristics will be

extremely valuable for management and maintenance of the

ashy dogweed.

221.

222.

Demography.

Population expansion or decline should be evaluated

by recording such details as population ares,

number of individuals, age or size classes of

individuals, density, presence of dispersed seeds,

and evidence of reproduction.

Phenology.

Patterns and times of budding, leafing, flowering,

fruiting, seed dispersal, senescence, and germin~

ation should be calculated. This information would

be useful for determining times of easy field iden~

tification. The phenology should also be compared

to climatie events to determine any correlations.
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Reproductive biology.

An understanding of the various components of the

species' reproductive biology is necessary for the

management of a healthy population.

2231.

2233.

223M.

Types 3g reproduction.

Methods of reproduction (outbreeding, in-

breeding, cloning, and other methods of

asexual reproduction), age at reproduction,

and the importance of each type of reprode

action should be characterized.

Pollination biologi.

Pollinatioo mechanisms, agents, additional

visitors, and the vulnerability of polline

ators to disturbance should be investigated.

Seed dispersal.

Mechanisms and/or agents, vulnerability of

mechanisms or agency to disturbance, and

dispersal patterns should be examined.

Seed biologg.

Amount and variation in production, viaw

bility, longetity, dormancy requirements,

germination requirements, and percentage

germioatios should be determined for the
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species. This data should be collected in

both the field and the laboratory.

2235. Seedling ecology.

Factors affecting the growth and develop~

ment of seedlings such as light, moisture,

nutrients, and soil disturbance should be

investigated.

2236. Survival and mortality.

Causes or mortality and at what life stages

they occur should be recorded.

Study population ecology.

An understanding of ashy dogweed’s interaction with other

species within the habitat will be important for develop”

ing a management plan, expanding the natural population,

and growing plants in cultivation.

231. Positive and neutral interactions.

The obligatory and facultative relationships

between ashy dogweed (at any stage in its life

cycle} and other organisms should he examined.

232. Negative interactions.

Herbivores, predators, pests, parasites, diseases,

ihtsae or iateespeeifio competitors, and toxic aha
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allelopathic interactions with other organisms

should be identified.

233. Hybridization.

Searches should be done for any naturally occurring

‘hybrids. Production of artifical hybrids should be

attempted in the laboratory. The potential for

spontaneous hybrids in cultivation should be invest~

igated before the ashy dogweed is grown in botanical

gardens or suitable natural sites.

Search potential habitat for additional populations.

Data from the various studies of life history and ecology can

be employed to form a profile of the ashy dogweed’s potential

habitat to aid in searches for possible undiscovered populations.

Finding additional populations could make habitat protection

less critical and provide new management information. A

greater number of individuals and populations in less threat~

ened habitats could influence any decisions to downlist or

delist the species. Any additional populations should be

monitored the same as the known population.

Establish additional populations in suitable natural habitat

within the historic range oi the species.

Although the ideal conservation method is to maintain organisms

in their known natural habitat, having only one known popula~

tioo invites easy species extinction. At least two additional
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wild populations should be established in suitable potential

habitat. Populations should also be maintained at botanical

gardens.

Ml. Develop and refine cultivation techniques.

Propagation and maintenance of the ashy dogweed in culti~

vation will require experimentation to develop and refine

propagation techniques. Proper techniques can ensure an

ample supply of cultivated material that will have maximum

likelihood of survival when introduced into natural habitats.

H2. Search for suitable transplant sites within the species’

historic range.

Areas to transplant individuals grown in cultivation will

be selected using the criteria developed for identifying

potential habitat sites. If plants become established at

such sites, the populations should be monitored the same

as those at the original site.

#3. Maintain populations 33 cultivation a; botanical gardens.

Populations should be maintained in cultivation to pro-

vide material for research, introduction into the wild,

and education. The San Antonio Botanical Gardens is con-

sort with the Center for Plant Conservation is currently

cultivating the ashy dogweed.
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appreciation, and support for the

preservation 9g ashy dogweed.

The public should be made

encouraged to support its

garden clubs, and various

species could be enlisted

aware of the ashy degweed and

preservation. Conservation groups,

organizations concerned with rare

to help. Talks, slide shows, and

local and statewide articles would be useful.
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PART III

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

The following Implementation Schedule outlines actions and

costs for the sshy dogweed recovery program. It is a guide to

meeting the objectives elehereted in Part II of this plan; This

schedule indicates the general category For implementation,

recovery plan tasks, corresponding outline numbers, task'priohe

ities, duration of tasks (”Oh~goihg" denotes a task that once

begun sheuld continue on an anneal basis), which agencies are

responsible to perform these tasks, and lastly, estimated costs

for [L3. Fish and Wildlife Service tasks. 'These actions, when

accomplished, should bring about the recovery or the eshy dogweed

and protect its habitat.I It should be noted that monetary needs

fer agencies other than the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are

not identified and therefere, the Implemehtetien Schedule may

not reflect the tetsl Financial requirements for recovery of this

species.
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General Categories for Implementation Schedule

Information Gathering m I or R (research) Acquisition w A

1. Population status 1. Lease

2. Habitat status 2. Basement

3. Habitat requirements 3. Mgmt. Agrt.
4. Management techniques 4. Exchange
5. Taxonomic studies 5. Withdrawal

6. Demographic studies 6. Fee title

7. Propagation 7. Other

8. Migration
9. Predation Other n O

10. Competition
ll. Disease 1. Information and

12. Environmental contamination education

13. Reintroduction 2. Law Enforcement

14. Other information 3. Regulations
4. Administration

Management
w M

1. Propagation
2. Reintroduction

3. Habitat maintenance and manipulation
4. Predator and competitor control

5. Depredation control

6. Disease control

7. Other management

Recovery Action Priorities

1 e an action that must be taken to prevent extinction or to

prevent the species from declining irreversibly in the

forseeable future.

2 e an action that must be taken to prevent a significant decline

in species population/habitat quality, or some other

signigicant negative impact short of extinction.

3 n all other actions necessary to provide for full recovery of

the species.

Abbreviations Used

FWS ~ USDI Fish and Wildlife Service

RE w Realty
CCES -

Corpus Christi Ecological Services Field Office



IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

GENERAL PLgN TOSK TRSK # PRIORITY # TASK RESPONSIBLE AGENCY‘ FISCAL YEAR COSTS COMMENTS

CATEGORY DURATION FWS OTHER (EST)*
REGION PROGRAM FYI FYZ FY3

M7 Idantify essenm 111 2 3 years 2 CCES 1,000 1,000 1,000
tial habitat

M3 Make landowners 1121 2 1 year 2 CCES 2,000
aware of plants
and habitat

M3 Wka with land~ 1122 2 ongeing 2 CCBS 1,000 1,000 1,000
owners 0n land

management tech~

niques

A7 Obtain permanw 113 1 2 years 2 CCES 5,000 1,000
ant protection RE

GE habitat u

.15

M7 Notify Texas 114 2 1 year 2 CCBS 500

Highway Dapt. of

plant lacalities

Q3 Canduct Sec. 7 115 2 Qngoing 2 CCES 500 500 500

consultations

M3 Erect fences 116 1 1 year 2 CCES 5,000
around prom

tegted Sites

W7 Develop manage~ 12 2 1 year 2 CCES 1,000
mant plang

11 Manitor papu~ . 13 2 ongoing 2 CCES 2,000 2,000 2,000

Iation

O4 Batabligh down” 14 3 1 year 2 CCBS 250

1i$ting & delist~

ing criteria

*Cogtg {afar ta USFWS expenditures cnly.



IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

.......................h

GENERAL PLAN TASK TASK # PRIORITY # TASK RESPONSIBLE AGENCY FISCAL YEAR COSTS COMMENTS

CATEGQRY DURATION FWS OTHER (EST)*
REGION PROGRAM FYl FY2 FY3

13 0etermine 211m 2 ongoing 2 CCBS 10,000 10,000 10,000
habitat 219

raquirements

16 Study dame” 221 2 5 yearg 2 CCES 4,000 4,000 4,000

grawhy

114 Study phen~ 222 2 3 years 2 CCES 2,000 2,000 2,000

@huy

114 Study repraduc~ 2231~ 2 3 years 2 CCES 10,000 10,000 10,000

hive biology 2236

I14 Study popula~ 231m 2 3 years 2 CCES 5,000 5,000 5,000

timn ecology 233
w

114 Seavch for 3 2 2 years 2 CCES 2,000 2,000
1”

additional‘

pmpulations

I7 Davelap cultiva" 41 2 3 years 2 CCES 2,000 2,000 2,000

tiQn techniques

{13 Search for 42 2 1 year 2 CCES 2,000

guitable natural

habitat t0 estabw

ligh new populatiuns

I7 Maintain popu~ 43 2 angoing 2 CCES 2,000 2,000 2,000

1atians in botanic

gardens

01 Davelep public 5 2 ongoing 2 CCES 1,000 1,000 1,000

awareness

*Casts E&EQK to USFWS expenditures 0n1y.
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APPENDIX

List of Reviewers

A technical/agency review draft of the Ashy Dogweed Recovery Plan

was sent to the following individuals and agencies on December 10,

1986.

Ms. Jackie Poole, Texas Natural Heritage Program, Austin, TX

Mr. Gerard Hoddenbach, National Park Service, Santa Fe, NM

Dr. William Mahler, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX

Mr. David Riskind, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Austin, TX

Mr. Gary Valentine, U.S. Soil Conservation Service, Temple, TX

Dr. Richard Worthington, The University of Texas at El Paso, El

Paso, TX

Dr. Elray Nixon, Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches,
TX

Mr. Andrew Sansom, The Texas Nature Conservancy, San Antonio, TX

Dr. Allan Zimmerman, Chihuahuas Desert Research Institute,
Alpine, TX

Mr. Harold Beaty, Temple, TX

Mr. Paul Cox, San Antonio Botanical Gardens, San Antonio, TX

Dr. Francis Thibodeau, The Center for Plant Conservation, Jamaica

Plain, MA

Executive Director, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Austin,
TX

Regional Supervisor, Realty,lLS. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Region 2

Field Supervisor, Ecological Services, Fort Worth Field Office,
v.3. Pish and Wildlife Service, Regien 2
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Field Supervisor, Ecological Servicee, Corpus Christi Field

Office, U.S. Fish enc Wildlife Service, Region 2

Director (AFA/OES), Office of Endangered Species, U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C.

Director (WR), Division of Research, ELS. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Washingtcn, 0.0.
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Comments Received

Comment letters are reproduced in this section followed by the

Service‘s response to each comment. Some reviewers submitted

comments marked directly on the draft plan or submitted comments

by phone. These comments have not been reproduced.
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.9. United States Department of the Interior
E ‘

{,1-
'

55

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
’

WASHING'I’ON, D.C. 20240

ADDRESS GNLY YHE IJiSIECTOfL

PISH AME} MLDUFE SERWCE

In Reply Refer To:

FWS/OES
MAY r 8 1987

Memorandum

To: Regional Director, Region 2

From: Assistant Director - Fish and Wildlife Enhancement

Subject: Review of Six Texas Draft Plant Recovery Plans

We have reviewed the technical/agency drafts of the Texas snowballs, slender

roshupea, ashy dogweed, Johnston‘s frankenia, Lloyd's Mariposa cactus,
and bunched cory cactus recovery plans. Editorial comments for each of

the plans are provided as marginalia on the attached plans. In addition,
the following comments are provided:

1. Some of these plans give detailed site locations, e.g., ashy dogweed
and slender rush~pea. On page 10 of the ashy dogweed, it states

that ”...publication of its one location could lead to vandalism

or imprudent taking." However, on page 8 of the same plan, it

gives details on land ownership plus additional information that

a gas pipeline crosses the site. With this degree of detail, it

would be relatively easy to locate the subject plants. Please

consider if you wish to be this specific.

2. The Implementation Schedule of some of the plans have tasks which

are assigned Priorities of l. A Priority 1 task is an action that

must be taken to prevent extinction or to prevent the species from

declining irreversibly in the foreseeable future (emphasis added).

Some of the Priority 1 tasks are questionable. For example, Lloyd‘s
Mariposa cactus is a threatened species found on National Park

Service land and on private land. Much of the private land is

owned by the Lafitas Museum and Desert Garden. It seems

inapprOpriate to have task 122, "Establish safe sites on private
lands” and task 123, "Develop and implement species management

plans” as Priority 1 tasks. Also, note that tasks ill-115 are

missing from the Implementation Schedule for this plan.

Similar concerns exist for the Priority 1 tasks listed for the

threatened benched cory cactus. This cactus is also found on

National Park land, State land, and private land. it seems

inappropriate to have tasks 112 and 213 dealing with protection
on private lands assigned a ievel 1 priority. 7 messes:

its-cave

sins
’"t

’87i'if'iij 1 C3 '

SE
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3. The recovery objectives for the threatened hunched cery cactus

and Lioyd’s Mariposa cactus have interim goais of 10,000 individuais

and 20,000 individuais, reSpectiveiy. Why is the interim gee}
for the Lioyd‘s cactus double that of the bunched cory cactus?

4. A11 maps and drawings shouid include a scaie to better depict size A-3

and distance.

5. Most ef the piahs do not quantify the primary objective. This
Ama

should be done if at aii possihie.

I hepe these comments are usefui as you prepare the fine] draft of these

recovery plans for the Regionai Director‘s approval. Upon his approvai,
notify the Office of Endangered Species, 500 Broyhiii Building, and provide
them with 30 copies of the printed plan when it is avaiiabie.

de/
Attachments
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TEXAS NATURAL HERITAGE PROGRAM

GENERAL LAND OFFICE

STEPHEN F. AUSTIN BUILDING

1700 NORTH CONGRESS AVENUE

ROOM 619

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701

(512) 463*5299

1*800m252wRARE

January 7, 1987

Dr. Charlie McDonald

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Endangered Species Office

P.O. Box 1306

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

Dear Charlie,

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on the

recovery plan for Thymophylla (Dyssodia) tephrcleuca.

Since I wrote the recovery plan, I have visited the only
known locality in the company of various employees of the Texas

Department of Highways ad Public Transportation. My last

observation date, noted in the Past and Present Distribution

section should be amended to July 1986. At that time I surveyed
the site with the local maintenance engineers and headquarters
landscape personnel. The roadside is bladed for a fire lane.

The local maintenance engineers -stated that such scraping was

usually done at the request of the adjacent landowners. The

engineers were unsure if the landowner still wanted this done or

not. I feel that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service also needs

to contact the Texas Department of Highways and Public

Transportation, and work with them on a management plan which

will be implemented.

As of December 1986, the name change prOpcsed by Dr. John

Strother had been officially published. The new name should be

substituted throughout the plan. The references is: Strother,
J. L.- 1986. Renovation of Dyssodia (Compositae: Tageteae).
Sida ll:37l~378.

"

B~2

B~3
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In the Morphology section, two typographical errors need

carrecting. They are "ray florets...about 2 mm (.08 in.) long"
and "the lamina...3w4 mm (.lzw.l6) wide."

Sincerely,

Jackie M. Paola

Botanist, Texas Natural Heritage Program

JMPimt

U1
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T .5 star
v.3. Fish and Wildlife Service, use:

RE" 835m” 2 5"” Or
P.O. Box 1306 Ci
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Dear sir,

-A few days ago I received copies of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

technical/agency review draft recovery plans (ashy dogweed, Johnston's

frankehia, Texas snowbells, and slender rushmpea) for review and comments.

Due to my limited knowledge of these species, I am unable to offer

any suggestions at this ties. Each of the plans have been excellently

prepared, and it is felt that the various aspects of the recovery plans
5*1

have been adequately addressed. My personal congratulations to each

person who worked on these docunents.

I would like to make a couple of suggestions:

(1) Use the metric system throughout for all distances, areas,

and temperatures. (It is noted that the metric system 6'2

is used for plant parts measurements with English equivu
alehts in parentheses.)

(2) It is noted in the Texas snowballo‘ recovery plan,

PD. 7-10, the specific epithet taken from a ease of

a person is capitalized, i.e., Hedeoma Drummondii,

Polygala Tweedyi, and others. To be consistent with C”3

other recovery plans, it is suggested that the lower

case letter be used. I believe that the latest pre-

ferred writing of the special epithet is the use of

the lower case letter.

Sincerely yours,

--<%:<:::rpdn;:Z””5?\o/”””if s!
" ‘

3:?”WWLJ
Harold‘s. Beaty

Leader, Texas Plant Recovery

Team

WJS-Region

E52 :2 $33

Ni
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deaeeey Re: Recovery plans for Jehneton’e frankenle, Texas

snewbells, slender ruehwpea, and ashy dogwood.
a R. (TSNY? SANCHEZ. JR

Lama's

Dear Mr. Fjeeland:
DR HM E. SANTGS

the
‘

u m

The Texas Perks and Wildlife Department has reviewed the

four referenced U. 5. Fish and Wildlife Service

technical/agency draft recovery plans.

All four plants are listed as endangered by the U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service and tar the Texas Parks and Wildlife

Department. These plant species exist only in very limited

numbers and lecetiensw They are alee endangered. by a

variety 0f problems, such as invading exotic graeeee;

browsing Eur wild and demeetic animals, and limited

reproduction.

The feur recovery plane appear to provide the guidance and

prieritiee needed to protect and/or augment populations of

the four species.

Sincerely,
p“

/ 0
A

'f

W
Charles D. Txevis Piigpp
Executive Directer

’*

'
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‘
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In Reply Refer To: Cde

Rh”

N1621(SWR~ONR) Among

emu/fFEB 10 1987

Memorandum

To: Regional Director, Region 2, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico
‘b

From: Regional Director, Southwest Region

Subject: Llsting of Mancos Seltbueh and Recovery Plan Review on

Four Other Species

We appreciate being able to comment on the proposal to list Meneos

ealtbueh and on the recovery plane for Johnston's frankenia,
slender rushwpee, aehy dogweed, and Texas snowbells.

None of these plants occur in areas administered by the National

Park Service and we, therefore, have no specific comments. We are E"1

returning the recovery plan drafts should you have other uses for

f them.

End. Se. ReZ

MC NBC): 3

Enclosure



Responses to Comments

A-l Any information that could be used to identify the exact

locality of the plants has been removed from this plan.

AeB The Implementation Schedule has been reviewed to ensure that

recovery task priorities are appropriate.

A~3 Suggestion has been incorporated.

A~u For many endangered plente with restricted distribetioneiaed
low members, too little is known about their reproduction and

ecological requirements to establish any realistic numerical

goals For dowelisting or delisting. This plan contains e

task to establish numerical goals ooee adequate biological
information is available.

B~l Thie information has been added to the plan.

B~2 This change‘hee been made.

B~3 Comment noted.

B~M This plan and subsequent Fish and Wildlife Service publications
will follow the nomenclature 0f Strother.,,Therefore, Dyesodie
tephroleuca has teeo changed to Thymoohylleitephroleuoe'.
throughout the plan.

1 ~ .

B~5 Corrections have been made.

le Comment noted.

Cw2 Because some eonmteeheical readers may not be femilier with

metric measurements, both metric measurements and English
equivalents have been ueed throughout the plan.

C~3 Suggestion has been followed.

Del Comment noted.

E~1 Comment noted.


